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Review Article

The Logic of the Developmental State
Ziya Oni?
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Development theory and policy during the last decade have been thoroughlydominatedby
the neoclassical paradigmand the neoliberaleconomic measuresclosely identified with this
paradigm."Structuralist"developmenttheoryhad been the prevailingorthodoxyduringthe
1950s and early 1960s. A central idea associated with structuralismwas the belief that
marketfailure is a pervasive featureof the underdevelopedeconomy with the corollarythat
the state has an importantrole to play in correctingit. The neoclassical resurgence, which
can be tracedback to the late 1960s and early 1970s, attackedstructuralismon threeseparate
grounds. First, extensive state interventionto promote import-substitutingindustrialization
had generatedinefficient industries,requiringpermanentsubsidizationfor their survivalwith
little prospect of achieving internationalcompetitiveness. Second, extensive government
interventiontended to generate "rent seeking" on a substantialscale, which detractedthe
attention of economic agents from productive activities into lobbying for increased
allocations of government subsidies and protection. Third, and most significant in the
present context, empirical evidence on the experience of the most successful countries to
emerge from the ThirdWorld, namely the four East Asian countries, Taiwan, South Korea,
Hong Kong, and Singapore, showed that these countries achieved extraordinaryrates of
economic growth, which moreover had been consistent with a relatively egalitarian
distributionof income. The unique performanceof these economies had been generatedby
using an outward-orientedmodel driven by marketincentives and a strong private sector.'
What we are now witnessing is the emergence of a countercritiqueof the neoclassical
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paradigmbased on a reinterpretationof the East Asian development experience. The four
books under review in this essay are outstandingexamples of a growing literaturewhich
seeks to refute the neoliberalvision of East Asian growth in terms of the economic benefits
of trade liberalization,private enterprise, and a restrictedrole for the state.2 The central
thesis associated with the newly emerging countercritique,which we might classify as
broadly "institutionalist," is that the phenomenon of "late development" should be
understoodas a process in which states have played a strategicrole in taming domestic and
internationalmarketforces and harnessingthem to nationalends. Fundamentalto East Asian
developmenthas been the focus on industrializationas opposed to considerationsinvolving
maximizing profitabilityon the basis of currentcomparative advantage. In other words,
marketrationalityhas been constrainedby the prioritiesof industrialization.Key to rapid
industrializationis a strong and autonomous state, providing directional thrust to the
operation of the market mechanism. The market is guided by a conception of long-term
national rationalityof investment formulatedby governmentofficials. It is the "synergy"
between the state and the market which provides the basis for outstanding development
experience.
The institutionalist perspective attempts to transcend the structuralist development
economics which downplayed the key role of markets in the industrializationprocess.
Similarly, it attempts to transcend the subsequent neoclassical resurgence which rapidly
moved to the opposite extremeand interpretedall successful industrializationepisodes as the
outcome of free markets,with the necessary corollarythat the domain of state intervention
in the economy had to be restrictedas far as possible. The broad institutionalistperspective
elaborated,albeit with somewhatdifferentemphases, in the four studies underconsideration
aims to move beyond what appears to be an increasingly sterile neoclassical-structuralist
controversy in a number of fundamental respects. At a very crude level, to propose
market-oriented and state-led development as alternatives is simply ahistorical and
misleading. All successful cases of "late industrialization"have been associated with a
significant degree of state intervention.The problem, therefore, is to find the appropriate
mixture of market orientation and government intervention consistent with rapid and
efficient industrialization.Equally central is the issue of which set of institutional and
political arrangementsis compatible with the appropriatemix of state intervention and
market orientation in the economy. Hence what we observe in the context of the
institutionalist countercritique is a fundamental shift of the problem from the
state-versus-marketdichotomy towards differences in the ways that market-orientedor
capitalist economies are organized and towards how these organizational differences
contribute to the contrasts in both policies implemented and the subsequent economic
performance.3
In the presentessay, the focal point of our interestis on the institutionaland sociopolitical
bases underlyingthe capacity of the East Asian states to implementeffective and coherent
developmentstrategies. In particular,we identify and synthesize the contributionsmade by
the four volumes in the following set of issues. Is there a prototype"developmentstate," or
are there fundamentallydifferentvariantsof the developmentalstate, even in the East Asian
context? Is the East Asian developmentalstate a productof specific culturaland historical
circumstances? Does the developmental state require a particularregime type? Is the
developmentalstate fundamentallyincompatiblewith pluralisticforms of democracy?What
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is the future of the developmental state, and is it inherently unstable? What are the
challenges posed by the model of the developmental state for neoclassical development
theory and neoclassical political economy in general. From a comparativeperspective, what
are the specific constraints on the transferabilityor the replicability of the East Asian
developmentalstate in otherinstitutionalcontexts or environments?Finally, what are the key
problemsthatthe second generationnewly industrializingcountriesare likely to encounterin
their attemptsto borrowor emulate Japaneseor East Asian style institutionsand policies?

The Developmental State and Strategic Industrial Policy
ChalmersJohnsonis the pioneerof the concept of the "capitalistdevelopmentalstate."4His
model of the developmental state, based on institutional arrangementscommon to high
growth East Asian economies, embodies the following set of characteristics.Economic
development, defined in terms of growth, productivity,and competitiveness,constitutesthe
foremost and single-minded priority of state action. Conflict of goals is avoided by the
absence of any commitmentto equality and social welfare. Goals formulatedspecifically in
terms of growth and competitiveness are renderedconcrete by comparison with external
reference economies which provide the state elites with models for emulation. There is an
underlying commitment to private property and market, and state intervention is firmly
circumscribed by this commitment. The market, however, is guided with instruments
formulatedby a small-scale, elite economic bureaucracy,recruitedfrom the best managerial
talent available in the system. Within the bureaucracy,a pilot agency plays a key role in
policy formulationand implementation.Close institutionalizedlinks are establishedbetween
the elite bureaucracy and private business for consultation and cooperation. The
organizationaland institutionallinks between the bureaucraticelites and majorprivatesector
firms are crucial in generatinga consensus on goals, as well as in exchanging information,
both of which constitute essential components of the process of policy formulation and
implementation. Yet another crucial component is a political system in which the
bureaucracy is given sufficient scope to take initiatives and operate effectively. The
politicians "reign" while the bureaucrats"rule." The objective of the political elite is to
legitimize the actions of the elite bureaucraticagencies and make space for the latter's
actions.
Strategic industrialpolicy forms a central component of the developmentalstate model.
Both Amsden and Wade build upon the original formulationof Johnson with respect to
Japanese industrialpolicy and make significant contributionstowards understandingthe
natureof strategicindustrialpolicy and its impacton industrialperformance.Wade proposes
a governedmarkettheoryof East Asian industrializationas an alternativeto the neoclassical
"free market" or "simulated markets" explanations. The governed market theory is an
attemptto specify Johnson's model of the developmentalstate in a testable form againstthe
alternative neoclassical explanations of East Asian development. The essence of the
governed market(GM) theory may be capturedby the following set of propositions. The
superioreconomic performanceof East Asian economies is to a large extent the consequence
of very high levels of investment,more investmentin certainkey industriesthan would have
occurred in the absence of government intervention, and exposure of many industries to
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internationalcompetitionin foreign markets,thoughnot in domestic markets.These are the
proximatecauses. At a more fundamentallevel, these outcomes themselves are the causes of
a specific set of policies which enable the governmentto "guide" or "govern" the process
of resource allocation so as to produce a different productionand investment profile than
would resultundera free marketsystem. The set of incentives, controls, and mechanismsto
spreadrisk, which may all be gatheredunderthe bannerof strategicindustrialpolicy, are in
turnsupportedby specific political, institutional,and organizationalarrangementspertaining
to both the state apparatusand privatebusiness as well as their mutual interaction.
Amsden's account of South Korea provides an outstanding illustration of the
developmentalstate in action. The picture which emerges from Amsden's analysis of the
Korean case contains a number of strong parallels with Johnson's account of MITI and
Japanese industrialpolicy and to a lesser extent with Wade's account of the Taiwanese
experience. The essence of Amsden's argumentmay be elaboratedas follows: Koreamay be
characterizedas a prototypecase of a guided marketeconomy in which marketrationality
has been constrainedby the prioritiesof industrialization.The governmenthas performeda
strategic role in taming domestic and internationalforces and harnessingthem to national
economic interests. Rapid industrializationper se has been the overridingconsideration,as
opposed to maximizingprofitabilityon the basis of currentcomparativeadvantage.The state
has heavily subsidizedand directeda selected group of industriesand subsequentlyexposed
them to internationalcompetition. What is interesting,however, is that the industriesapart
from the priority sectors experienced policy intervention only intermittently,while the
remainingindustrieshave been exposed unaidedto the rigors of marketcompetition. Hence
a high degree of selectivity has been the centerpiece of industrialpolicy. The state has
retained sufficient instrumentsof control so that, whatever happened in the rest of the
economy, sufficient investment would be forthcoming in the strategic sectors. Thus, the
marketwas guided by a conception of the longer-termrationalityof investmentformulated
by the state elites. Furthermore,the state has provideda stable and predictableenvironment
within which the corporationscould undertakelong-term risks. The basic criteria for the
choice of strategicindustriesinvolved high incomes elasticities of demandin world markets
plus the potentialfor rapid technological progressand labor productivitygrowth.
State interventioninvolved the creationof price distortionsso that economic activity was
directedtowardsgreaterinvestment. Hence, in strikingcontrastto the logic of neoclassical
development theory, a high degree of government intervention has occurred to distort
relative prices so that the desired levels of investment could materialize in the strategic
sectors. Yet the discipline imposed by the governmenton business behavior constituteda
crucial component of the industrial strategy. The government has specified stringent
performancerequirementsin returnfor the subsidies it has provided. As a result of the
discipline exercised over the performance of firms located in strategic sectors, price
distortionssuch as heavily subsidizedrates of intereston long-termcredits did not lead to a
waste of resources as in the case of many other middle income economies. The discipline
exercised over privatefirms involved both rewardinggood ones as well as penalizing poor
performers.The governmenthas deliberatelyrefrainedfrom bailing out firms which were
badly managedin otherwise profitableindustries.Hence the way in which industrialpolicy
has been implementeddiffered decisively from the negative forms of industrialpolicy that
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are characteristic of a number of West European countries, which have involved
subsidizationof declining firms or industriesexperiencingfinancial difficulties.
The discipline exercised over privatebusiness has assumed a multitudeof forms. Through
its industriallicensing policies the state has managedto limit the numberof firms allowed to
enter an industry.The policy has facilitatedthe realizationof economies of scale but at the
same time encouragedintense competitionfor marketsharesamong the existing firms in the
industry. Hence the mixture of competition and cooperationwas central to the success of
industrial policy. The state has deliberately accelerated the process of industrial
concentrationas a basis for successful competition in internationalmarkets. It is clear,
therefore,that East Asian style industrialpolicy does not make sense without the associated
East Asian style competitionpolicy. The large diversified business groups, Chaebols, have
developed under direct state influence and guidance. Nonetheless, the state has attempted
explicitly to prevent the abuse of monopoly power by imposing stringent price controls,
negotiatedon an annualbasis. Furthermore,extensive restrictionshave been placed on the
capitalaccount. Investorshave been subjectedto controlson capital flight and remittanceof
liquid capital overseas. Regulation of the financial system representeda central pillar of
Korea's industrial policy. Until very recently all commercial banks were owned and
controlledby the government.The government'sstrictcontrol over the financial system has
helped to divert the attentionof Chaebols towards capital accumulationby closing off the
options available for rent seeking. A well-defined technology policy has been an integral
component of the government'sbroaderindustrialstrategy. Technology has been acquired
throughinvesting in foreign licensing and technical assistance. Massive imports of foreign
licenses have been conceived of as the principal means of attaining technological
independence.Direct foreign investmenthas played a comparativelylimited role as avenues
of capital inflow and technology transferin the Koreaneconomy. Finally, the government's
fiscal policies have complementedits highly interventionistindustrialpolicies. Expenditures
from the budget have been directed almost exclusively to long-term investment. The state
has invested heavily in education and human capital formation. Yet the welfare state
function has been virtually absent. The state has assumed no responsibilities outside the
domains of productionand capital accumulation.
The central insight to emerge from Amsden's study is that the government not only
subsidized industries to stimulate growth, but also set stringent performancecriteria in
exchange for these subsidies. Hence governmentdiscipline over business was crucial, and
this dual policy of supportand discipline constitutes the core component of a Japaneseor
Koreanstyle industrialpolicy. Here we have a strongcontrastbetween East Asia and many
middle income economies which have made extensive use of subsidies to industry.Precisely
because of the latter's failure to integrate subsidization with discipline over business
performance,these subsidies have proved to be counterproductiveand emerged as a major
avenue for rent seeking.

Institutional and Political Bases of the Developmental State
The formulationand implementationof strategic industrialpolicy have been facilitated by
specific political and institutionalarrangements.Interestingcontributionsby Deyo and by
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Koo and Johnsonin the same volume make importantcontributionstowardsunderstanding
the two differentfacets of the developmentalstate.5A key distinctionis introducedbetween
the political basis for strong, autonomousdevelopmentaliststates and the institutionalbasis
for state interventionand effective policy implementation.The formeraspectdrawsattention
to the broadersociopolitical context which facilitated strategy formulation. The strategic
power of the East Asian developmental state has depended on the formation of political
coalitions with domestic industryand on the destructionof the left and curtailmentof the
power of organizedlaborplus otherpopulargroups. State intervention,in turn, has relied on
organizationaland institutionallinks between politically insulatedstate agencies and major
private sector firms. The effectiveness of state interventionhas been amplified throughthe
fosteringof state-linkedprivatesector conglomerates,banks, and generaltradingcompanies
thatdominatestrategicsectors of the economy. The distinctionbetween the coalitionbasis of
strategychoice and the institutionsand structuresthroughwhich policies are implemented
refers to the two separate,yet fundamental,aspects of developmentcapacity.
Underlyingthese political and institutionalrequirementsfor effective state interventionin
the form of strategic industrial policy are the two central features associated with the
developmental state, namely, the unusual degrees of bureaucratic autonomy and
public-privatecooperation.The coexistence of these two conditions allows the state and the
bureaucraticelites to develop independentnational goals and, in the subsequent state, to
translatethese broadnationalgoals into effective policy action. The coexistence of these two
conditions is critical. In fact, in the absence of bureaucraticautonomy public-private
cooperationeasily degeneratesinto situationsin which state goals are directly reducible to
private interests. Countries such as Mexico and some of the other "bureaucraticauthoritarian"states in Latin America are strikingexamples of such political economies, in
which close government-businesscooperation has materialized in the context of "weak
states" which lack autonomyfrom powerful groups in society.
From a comparativeperspective, among the most puzzling and intriguingaspects of the
East Asian developmental state are how bureaucraticautonomy was acquired in the first
place and why it was subsequently directed to developmental goals as opposed to the
self-maximizingor predatoryforms of behaviorso common in othercontexts. An extremely
meritocratic form of recruitment constitutes the starting point in understanding the
extraordinarydegree of bureaucraticautonomy associated with the developmental states.
The system was designed in such a way as to attractthe best managerialtalent available to
the ranksof the bureaucraticelite, which in numericalterms was quite small by international
standards. Rigorous standardsof entry not only ensured a high degree of bureaucratic
capability, but also generated a sense of unity and common identity on the part of the
bureaucraticelite. Hence the bureaucratswere imbuedwith a sense of mission and identified
themselves with nationalgoals which derived from a position of leadershipin society. The
early retirementof the elite bureaucratsand theirsubsequentmove to top positions in politics
and business also helped to enhance their power and legitimacy. The common educational
backgroundsplus the high degree of intraelitecirculationwere instrumentalin generatingan
unusualdegree of cooperationamong the bureaucrats,the executive, and the entrepreneurial
elites.
All bureaucraticsystems are confrontedwith an inherenttension between autonomyand
accountability.Autonomy from both societal interest groups and other layers within the
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state is a necessaryconditionfor effective action. Yet the powers grantedto the bureaucratic
elites may easily be misused in the absence of externalchecks and balances on bureaucratic
power. In the context of the developmentalstate, several mechanismswere institutedwith
the purpose of resolving the tension between bureaucraticautonomy and accountability.
First, the size of the bureaucraticapparatuswas kept extremely small by international
standards.The limited size of the bureaucracyhelped to consolidatethe elite position of the
bureaucratsin society and also to contain the problems involving lack of control and
accountability associated with massive bureaucracies. The second element designed to
achieve an equilibriumbetween autonomyand accountabilityconcernedthe powers granted
to pilot agencies such as MITI in Japanand EPB in Korea, which emerged as the principal
institutionsresponsiblefor the implementationof industrialpolicy. The problemhere was to
find the mix of powers needed by the pilot agency without giving it control over so many
sectors as to make it all-powerful or so few as to make it ineffective. The dilemma was
resolved by confining the powers of MITIto a limited numberof selected strategicsectors of
the economy. Hence the pattern of MITI's (or its Korean and Taiwanese counterparts')
involvement in the economy was consistent with both the economic logic of selective
industrialpolicy, based on infantindustryprotection,and the logic of finding an equilibrium
between bureaucraticautonomyand effectiveness, on the one hand, and bureaucraticpower
and accountability,on the other. The thirdmechanismwherebyautonomyand accountability
were reconciled involved the unusual division of labor within the state, among the
executive, bureaucrats, and military. The relationship between the executive and the
bureaucracyis particularlyinteresting. Johnson draws attention to a striking structural
characteristicof the developmental state, the implicit division of labor within the polity
between the tasks of ruling and the tasks of reigning. Politicians reign while bureaucrats
rule. The politicians provide the space for the bureaucratsto rule by holding off special
interestclaimantswho might deflect the state from its main developmentalpriorityand also
legitimateand ratify the decisions takenby the bureaucrats.The existence of an independent
executive is crucial for the operationof the system in the sense that it allows the bureaucrats
the freedom of action necessary for effective policy interventionbut at the same time
constitutesan importantbarrierto the misuse of this freedom of action. The task performed
by the militaryin Korea and Taiwan has been similar to the role performedby the executive
or the political elites in the context of postwarJapan.The commitmentby the militaryelites
to developmentalgoals as a means of securing nationalsurvivaland independencehas been
a key factor in ensuring the effective deployment of bureaucraticpower. As a fourth
element, in spite of the inherentweakness of civil society in the East Asian context, certain
elements within civil society have nevertheless contributedto the process of increased
accountability.Amsden singles out the hyperactivestudent movement in the Korean case,
which has helped to check the abuse of bureaucraticand governmentalpowers.
The logic of the developmentalstate rests precisely on the combinationof bureaucratic
autonomy with an unusual degree of public-private cooperation. Common educational
backgrounds of the bureaucraticand business elites, as well as their significant cross
penetration,have played a key role in generatingextraordinarydegrees of elite unity. Yet it
would be rather misleading to attribute public-privatecooperation exclusively to these
forces. Public-privatecooperationhas also been directly and deliberatelyengineeredby the
state elites. In both Japanand the otherEast Asian states which have evolved along the lines
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of the Japanese model, the state elites have consciously sought to create cooperative
relationshipswith private business via the creation of a series of unusual institutions. For
instance, the state has played a leading role in nurturingthe peak organizationsof private
business. The huge business conglomerates,the Keiretsuof postwarJapanand the Chaebols
in Korea, owed theirphenomenalgrowthto the special incentivesprovidedby the state. The
fact that they have been nurturedby the state in the first place has, in turn, renderedthem
extraordinarilydependenton the state for their future survival. Hence the extremely tight
policy networks which characterizeEast Asia have been largely engineered by the state
elites. It would be misleading, therefore, to conceive public-privatecooperation as an
outcome of voluntary compliance by the business elites. The significant element of
compulsionexercised by the bureaucratsin securingpublic-privatecooperationconstitutesa
centralcharacteristicof the developmentalstate. The extraordinarydegrees of monopoly and
control exercised by the state over the financial system plus the extreme dependence of
individual conglomerates on bank finance have also been instrumental in eliciting
compliance with the requirementsof strategicindustrialpolicy.
The central insight is that the degree of government-businesscooperationand consensus
on national goals, unique to the developmentalstate, is not purely the productof a given
culturalenvironmentbut has been largely engineeredby the state elites themselves through
the creationof a special set of institutionsrelying on a significant element of compulsion.

The Historical Origins and Specificity of the East Asian Developmental States
To an externalobserver, one of the centralpuzzles posed by the East Asian industrialization
experience is how to explain the single-mindedcommitmentof the state elites to growth,
productivity,and internationalcompetitiveness. One possible line of explanation tends to
focus on regime type, namely, the authoritarianpolitical structuresassociated with the East
Asian states. It is a well-known fact, however, that authoritarianregimes, like their
democraticcounterparts,are confrontedwith the problemsof legitimacy and typically fail to
generate the consistency and commitment to national goals characteristicof East Asian
developmental states. Hence we need to search for more penetratingexplanations of the
intractablecommitmentto long-termgrowth. Two factors, both of which are the productsof
specific historicalcircumstances,deserve special emphasis.
The first element involves the unusual degree of external threat confrontedby the East
Asian states in the postwarperiod. The securitythreathas been aggravatedby the extremely
weak resourcebase and shortageof raw materialsin the economies concerned. The security
threathas been particularlypronouncedin the case of Taiwan, which faced an immediate
threatfrom mainlandChina. The fact that these nationswere underdirect Communistthreat
implied thatthey had to justify theirvery existence againstcompetitionfrom the Communist
regimes and associated ideology. Hence the extraordinarysecurity threatfaced by the East
Asian states helped to bolster the nationalisticvision inherentin these states and the unique
commitmentto the long-termtransformationof the economy, which enabled the state elites
to ignore considerationsrelatingto income distributionand social welfare.
Geopoliticalinfluences, however, constituteonly one element of the legitimationprocess.
The second element concerns the fact that the major East Asian economies under
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considerationall experienced a majorredistributionof income and wealth from the outset,
with the corollary that the industrializationdrive in the postwar period has been initiated
from a relatively egalitarianbase. In the Japanesecase, the devastatingimpact of the war
was such that all Japanese were made equally poor. In the cases of Korea and Taiwan,
extensive land reformsduringthe process of colonial rule performeda similarfunction. The
impact of the land reforms was such that, not only was the distributionalprofile equalized,
but also competitionfrom potentiallytroublesomesocial groups such as large landlordswas
eliminated. Precisely in this respect we observe a strong contrastwith the Latin American
experience. Hence we should locate the unusual and exclusive attachmentto economic
growth and competitivenessin the combinationof extraordinaryexternal threatscombined
with a relatively egalitarian distribution of income prior to the process of rapid
industrialization.
Cumings' contributionis particularlyimportantin accountingfor the origins of the East
Asian developmental states.6 Cumings locates the historical origins of East Asian
industrializationin the broaderregional context of Japaneseand then Americanhegemony.
Under Japaneserule, extensive industrialand infrastructuralinvestmentprovideda base for
subsequentindustrialgrowth in Korea. The build-up of the bureaucraticapparatusand the
associated administrativecapacity were also to a large extent productsof Japaneserule. In
the postwar period, Korea and Taiwan assumed a key geostrategic significance, and as a
result of their newly acquiredgeostrategicadvantagethey have benefited disproportionately
in terms of trade, capital, and technology from the core countries. Hence any analysis of the
East Asian developmental state has to take into account the internationalcontext within
which East Asian growthmaterializedin the postwarperiod. Unlike the experience of many
Third World states, Korea and Taiwan benefited from heavy interactionwith the strongest
and most dynamic countrieswithin the cores, the United States and Japan. Yet, as Haggard
and Cheng demonstrate,it was not only the special natureof their interactionwith the core
which explains their superior success, but also the way that they have managed their
interactionwith the externalenvironmentwith respectto both tradeand capital inflows.7 The
strength of the East Asian states enabled them to direct and limit the impact of foreign
capital in local economies. Here again we locate a strong contrast with Latin America,
whose dependent relationshipvis-a-vis the core has been attributedto the interactionof
powerful foreign firms with relatively weak states, amply demonstratedin Peter Evans'
comparative analysis.8 The key point made by Koo is that the internationalcontext,
combined with the domestic structuralcharacteristicsdescribed,enabled strongauthoritarian
states to emerge in East Asia priorto reintegrationinto the U.S.-dominated capitalistworld
economy in the postwar period. Hence, in retrospect, the timing of incorporationinto the
world economy appearsto be crucial for the subsequentsuccess of the East Asian states.
Anotherstrikingcontrastwhich explains why the East Asian states did not experience the
states in Latin America
legitimationproblems confrontedby the bureaucratic-authoritarian
can be traced to the exclusion of labor from the political process from the outset.9 The
corporatistregimes in Latin American newly industrializingcountries (NICs) incorporated
labor into a populist coalition and emphasized increased wages and public services in the
early stages of industrialization.The subsequent bureaucratic-authoritarian
regimes in
Argentina,Brazil, Chile, and Uruguayaimed to promoteindustrializationby excluding from
power the previously mobilized economic groups and by developing collaborative
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relationshipswith the multinationalcorporations.The fact that such regimes have been built
on the exclusion of previously mobilized groupshas generatedsevere legitimationproblems
for them.
Ourdiscussion has hithertofocused on the essential unity of the East Asian developmental
states. Yet a closer analysis suggests the presence of striking differences among the
individual variants of the developmental state. The Japanese developmental state in the
postwar period, for example, has differed from its Korean and Taiwanese counterpartsin
that it has been able to coexist with democraticpolitical institutions.Importantcontrastsmay
also be identified between the Korean and Taiwanese models. Wade demonstrates, for
example, that Taiwan satisfied Johnson's "bureaucraticautonomy"condition but failed to
conform to the "public-private cooperation" condition and in this respect differed
significantly from both Japan and Korea. Close cooperation and interaction among
politicians, bureaucrats, and business elites have been the foundation stone of the
developmentalstate. Yet, comparedto Japanand Korea, Taiwan has been characterizedby
more of a cleavage between the government and the private sector. Given the weak
institutionalizedlinks between government and business, industrialpolicy in Taiwan has
been implementedthrougha rigorousbut very different type of policy network linking the
centraleconomic bureauswith public enterprises,public banks, public researchand service
organizations, universities, foreign multinationalswith operations in Taiwan, consulting
firms, and some "special status" private manufacturingcompanies linked to the party,
military,and economic ministries. Hence the public sector has been a centralcomponentof
the policy networkin Taiwan. The differentpolicy networkwhich prevailedin Taiwan may
also be explained by the relative absence of a limited number of extremely large
conglomerates, characteristic of Japan and Korea. This also explains why the
"public-privatecooperation"conditioncould not be fulfilled in the Taiwanese case. What is
quite critical in the presentcontext is that the vision of a uniformEast Asian developmental
state is misleading. In fact, in spite of substantialsimilaritiesamong the Korean,Taiwanese,
and Japanese cases, the presence of importantdifferences should not be underestimated,
particularlyin trying to generalize from the East Asian experience.

The Developmental State and Corporatism
At a very broad and general level of analysis, it is possible to formulatea correspondence
between the East Asian model of the developmental state and corporatist political
arrangements.At one extreme, both Korea and Taiwan appearto conform ratherclosely to
the pattern of "authoritariancorporatism," which involves institutionalizedcollaboration
between the state and business elites in the policy formulationand implementationprocess,
accompanied(at least until very recently) by severe repression of populargroups and the
exclusion of labor from the political arena. In contrast to Taiwan's and Korea's
"authoritarian"or "exclusionary"corporatism,the political arrangementsunderlying the
Japanesedevelopmentalstate in the postwar period have been much closer to the western
Europeanor Scandinavianmodel of "societal" or "democratic"corporatism.' In the case
of Japan,close, institutionalizedcooperationbetween the state elites and business groupsfor
the realizationof strategicgoals has coexisted with democraticpolitical institutions.Clearly,
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the common denominator in both the "authoritarian"and "democratic" forms of
corporatism is institutionalized public-private cooperation in the process of policy
formulationand implementation.
Attention drawn to the corporatistnatureof the developmental state serves at least one
importantpurpose. It is unambiguouslythe case that the model of the developmentalstate
explored in the present essay is inconsistent with the vision of a pluralistic form of
democracy, in which a multitude of small-scale interest groups enjoy broadly equal and
unrestrictedaccess to the state. By definition, restrictedand preferentialaccess to the state
by organizedgroups in civil society is an inherentand integralfeatureof the developmental
state. Moreover, the developmental state by its very nature involves an unusual
concentrationof public and privatepower which would be extremely hardto justify by the
standards of pluralistic democracy. The emphasis on the corporatist nature of the
developmentalstate also helps to draw a broad parallel between the two major groups of
countries which constitute the major success stories of outward-orienteddevelopment,
namely the small Europeancountries, on the one hand, and the East Asian group, on the
other. The common element in what originally appearsto be exceptionally dissimilarcases
is that both sets of countries have managed to build over time institutionaland political
arrangements which have facilitated highly effective forms of integration into the
internationaleconomy. The natureof the internalpolitical arrangementswas crucial to the
ability of these groups of countriesto successfully manage their association with the world
economy and their subsequentability to benefit from this interaction."
Beyond this level of abstract comparison, however, the emphasis on the corporatist
characterof the developmentalstate might be more misleading than illuminating.Consider
the parallel drawn by Johnson between the postwar Japanese developmentalstate and the
Europeantype democraticcorporatism.The fundamentaldistinguishingcharacteristicof the
latter is that policy is formulatedand implementedthroughinstitutionalizedinteractionand
cooperationbetween the politicians and business, on the one hand, and peak associationsof
labor and business, on the other. Centralto the idea of democraticcorporatismis the notion
that relatively autonomous state elites bargain with autonomous peak associations within
civil society. Yet it is quite obvious that this vision of democraticcorporatismdeviates from
the postwarJapanesemodel in a numberof criticalrespects. First, in spite of the presenceof
democratic institutions, labor has been systematically excluded from the policy process.
Second, it could be incorrect to characterize the policy formation and implementation
process in Japanas the outcome of bargainingbetween equal, yet independent,partners.The
studies reviewed in this essay suggest that in Japan, and perhapseven more so in Koreaand
Taiwan, the state has possessed considerable leverage over private business in terms of
securingcompliancewith its strategicchoices. The state elites have unambiguouslybeen the
senior partnerin their relations with business groups. Hence the degree of autonomy and
strengthassociatedwith the East Asian models has been considerablygreaterthan the degree
of state autonomy associated with the Europeantype democratic corporatism. It is quite
self-evident thatJapanconformsto a model of an extremelylimited form of corporatism.At
a more general level, the concept of corporatismmakes sense as a means of identifying, as
an ideal case, the characteristics associated with the Scandinavian or Austrian type
democraticcorporatismplus the contributionsthat such institutionalarrangementscan make
in termsof political stabilityand improvedeconomic performance.The "ideal case" may, in
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turn, be utilized for the purposeof broad, macro-level comparisonswith the other political
arrangementsand systems. However, to extend the limits of corporatismbeyond this ideal
case and to search for the presence and strength of corporatistarrangementin highly
dissimilar contexts reduces the usefulness of corporatism as an analytical concept for
macro-comparativeanalysis.
The concept of "authoritariancorporatism"constitutes a loose category and is less
satisfactory than "democratic corporatism" in defining an ideal type. Hence, in our
judgment, the characterizationof Korea and Taiwan as variantsof authoritariancorporatism
is meaningfulonly at a descriptivelevel. Wade makes the importantpoint that one can not
deduce the degree of state strengthor specific policy choices from the underlyingcorporatist
political arrangements.Mexico, for example, is consideredto be a prototypecase of "state"
or "authoritarian"corporatismin the context of a single party regime.'2 Arguably, as a
consequence of its corporatistarrangements,Mexico has enjoyed a high degree of political
stabilitywhich is unusualby Latin Americanstandards.Yet the "authoritarian
corporatism"
model associated with the Mexican case has been consistent with a very different set of
strategicchoices and policy outcomes as comparedwith the Koreanand Taiwanese models.
Moreover, in spite of its authoritariancorporatistcharacteristics,Mexico has hardly been a
case of economic success. The general point emerging from the discussion is that the East
Asian developmental state, in a very loose sense of the term, may be classified as a
corporatiststate, in the sense that institutionalizedgovernment-businesscooperation is an
underlyingfeature of such a state. Yet, at a deeper level, the characterizationof the East
Asian developmentalstates as corporatiststates is ahistorical and misleading. Corporatist
arrangementsby themselves, withoutrecourseto a full range of conditions specified earlier,
can not explain why the East Asian states have elected to pursuestrategicindustrialpolicies
and why such policies have proved to be so effective in practice. Furthermore,corporatist
arrangementscan be consistent with and have in fact facilitated the achievement of quite
distinct objectives such as macroeconomic stability plus income redistributionand the
build-up of the welfare state, hardly the objectives associated with the logic of the
developmentalstate.

Is the Developmental State Model Transferable?
To a practicallyminded scholar, the immediate question concerns the lesson to be drawn
from the East Asian developmentexperience which can subsequentlybe generalizedto and
applied in other newly industrializingcountries. In our judgment, such an approach is
extremely ahistorical. In fact, the studies under review demonstratequite conclusively that
the East Asian model of the developmental state is the product of unique historical
circumstances with the logical corollary that there exist major constraints on its
transferabilityto or replicabilityin alternativenationalcontexts.
Three key elements of the developmentalstate are extremely difficult to emulate. They
are the single-minded adherence to growth and competitiveness at the expense of other
objectives, the unusual degree of bureaucraticautonomy and capacity, and the equally
unique and unusual degree of public-private cooperation. As emphasized earlier, the
single-mindedpursuitof growth and productivitywas clearly relatedto the severe external
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threats that these countries were confronted with. While external threats have helped to
legitimize the long-termgrowth strategy,the geostrategicposition of these states in the cold
war context enabled them to extract importantadvantages vis-a-vis the core, the United
States in the case of Japanand both the United States and Japanin the case of Korea and
Taiwan, which have made a significant contributiontowards the consolidation of state
autonomy as well as the formation of state capacity. In the domestic sphere, Korea and
Taiwan benefited from the unusualcombinationof an authoritarianregime and a relatively
egalitariandistribution,which itself was the productof particularhistoricalcircumstances.
Consequently,the East Asian states have been able to withdrawfrom the distributionalrealm
and concentrate exclusively on providing strategic guidance for production and capital
accumulation.
A fundamentalquestion centers around the compatibilityof the "developmentalstate"
with political liberalizationand democraticforms of governance. This also raises the key
questionwhetherthe transferor replicabilityof the East Asian state forms is desirablein the
first place, in environmentswhere democraticvalues and institutionsas well as widespread
political participationemerge as centralobjectives in theirown right. It is self-evident that in
countrieswhich have experienced a long trajectoryof democraticdevelopmentit would be
inconceivable for the state to withdraw entirely from the distributionalrealm and focus
exclusively on growth and productivityobjectives. At a deeper level, the extremedegrees of
concentrationof private and public power associated with the East Asian developmental
states could also be incompatiblewith widespread political participation.Although such
concentrationof private and public power has been consistent with a democraticpolitical
system in Japanin the postwarperiod, this coexistence was more due to the unique features
and structural imperatives of Japan as distinct from an inherent compatibility of the
developmental state with democratic institutions. As Korea and Taiwan currently find
themselves in the process of democratic transition, it would be extremely interesting to
observe whether and to what extent the institutionsof the developmentalstate will survive
under conditions of popularparticipationand democraticgovernance. Hence the question
whetherEast Asian type political economies can coexist with a liberalwestern type political
system emerges as a central problem for comparativepolitical economy during the next
decade.
Another critical issue in this context revolves around the long-term stability of the
developmentalstate. Several scholars, includingAlice Amsden, have drawnattentionto the
fact that the East Asian developmentalstate is inherentlyunstable. There exists an inherent
tension within the developmental state between the "bureaucraticautonomy" and the
"public-privatecooperation"conditions. The Koreanexample, for instance, clearly testifies
that the developmentalstate creates the seeds of its own destruction.As arguedearlier, the
Koreanstate has been instrumentalin the creationof privatebusiness groups, Chaebols, as
a basis for securing cooperation for its industrialpolicy and enhancing its autonomy in
implementingits strategic goals. The recent evidence suggests, however, that the Korean
state has been increasinglyunable to control or monitor the activities of the Chaebols. In
fact, the relative power and autonomyof the Chaebols have increased dramaticallyin the
course of the liberalizationdrive during the 1980s, which in turnhas progressivelylimited
the capacity of the state to control the actions of these groups and to direct them towards
strategic goals. The Korean example illustrates quite conclusively that it is extremely
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difficult to engineer an equilibriumbetween the two apparentlycontradictoryconditions
"bureaucraticautonomy"and "public-privatecooperation"and to sustain it over time. The
knife-edge equilibriumcan easily be disturbeddue to the more rapid growth of private
vis-h-vis public power.
It is quite obvious that, unless the "autonomy" and "cooperation"requirementsare
satisfied, attemptsto implementJapaneseand Koreanstyle industrialpolicies will prove to
be counterproductive.In such an environment,bureaucraticelites will lack the capabilityto
identify dynamic industriesto be targetedin the first place and will be in a weak position in
terms of monitoringand regulatingthe activities of firms located in the strategicindustries.
The inabilityof the state elites to discipline private business in exchange for subsidies may
lead to a situationwhere selective subsidies can easily degenerateinto a majorinstrumentof
rent seeking by individual groups. A central lesson that emerges from the institutionalist
literatureon East Asian developmentis that the transferof specific strategiesor policies to
new environmentswill be self-defeating in the absence of the political and institutional
conditionsrequiredfor theireffective implementation.We also need to take into accountthe
fact that the East Asian style developmental state and associated industrialpolicies have
provedto be successful in a global environmentcharacterizedby rapidgrowthof production
and world tradeand also by the absenceof similarinstitutionsand strategiesin the rest of the
internationalsystem. The obvious questionto pose is whethersuch institutionsand strategies
are likely to be effective in a less favorableenvironmenttypified by growing protectionism
and declining growth in world trade. Moreover, are such institutionsand policies likely to
work in an environment in which other nations are trying to adopt similar types of
institutionsand policies?
On a more optimistic note, however, some important, yet qualified, lessons can be
extracted from the East Asian model of the developmental state with a view to its
applicability in alternative national settings. A key lesson is that there is no obvious
correspondencebetween effective market-augmentingstate intervention,on the one hand,
and the size of the bureaucraticapparatusor the public sector, on the other. The East Asian
model of the developmentalstate testifies that highly effective forms of market-augmenting
intervention can be consistent with relatively small bureaucraticstructures and public
sectors. Yet, contraryto popularbelief, small public sectors have nevertheless embodied
highly productiveand profitable public enterprisesectors. Another key message is that a
small but powerful pilot agency such as MITI or EPB can provide importantstrategic
guidance in the selection of key industriesto be encouragedand also in the provision of a
stable and predictable environment for private investors to undertake risky, long-term
investmentprojects. Hence sector-specific forms of indicative planningcan be an essential
complement of market-orientedgrowth. Effective market-augmentingforms of state
interventionrequireboth bureaucraticautonomyand close public-privatecooperation.These
institutionalconditions are not easily transferable,but they are not the unique productof a
particularcultural environment either. Factors such as traditions of social and political
hierarchyand group solidarityhave played an importantrole in East Asian industrialization,
but it would be wrong to associate the degree of social consensusand cooperationassociated
with the East Asian developmental state purely with cultural explanations.'3 Chalmers
Johnson's account is particularlycrucial in this respect. Johnsondemonstratesthat the key
institutions underlying rapid economic growth in Japan are of relatively recent origin.
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Similarly, the consensus and cooperation which constitute the central pillar of the
developmental state are a specific postwar phenomenon. The rejection of the purely
culturalistexplanationhas an importantramification,namely,thatbureaucraticcapabilityand
public-privatecooperationare not culturalgivens but can be built up over time througha
process of institutionalreform. Hence bureaucraticreform as well as attemptsto institute
organized forms of bargaining and cooperation between the public and private spheres
assume critical importanceas a basis for improvingthe effectiveness of state interventionin
a market-orientedsetting. The challenge for the political economist is to devise forms of
industrialpolicy which are consistent with the norms of democraticaccountabilityand with
more limited concentrationof public and private power than has been the case in the East
Asian context.

Towards a New Paradigm
Institutionalistaccounts of the East Asian developmentalstates embody importantramifications for more general debates in comparativepolitical economy concerningstate autonomy
and state capacity.'4 A central insight concerns the precise meaning to be attachedto the
notion of a "strong state." The developmental state thesis suggests that strong states are
typically characterizednot only by a high degree of bureaucraticautonomyand capacity, but
also by the existence of a significant degree of institutionalizedinteractionand dialogue
between the state elites and autonomouscentersof power within civil society. Centralto our
understandingof the strong developmentalstate is the distinction between "despotic" and
"infrastructural"
state power. "Despotic power" or what we could preferto call "coercive
autonomy"may be associated with highly centralizedand authoritarianstates in which the
state elites extensively regulateeconomic and political activity but at the same take decisions
without routine, institutionalizednegotiationswith groups in civil society. "Infrastructural
power," in contrast, signifies the ability of the state to penetratesociety, organize social
relations,andimplementpolicies througha processof negotiationandcooperationin society.15
The crucial point to emphasize is that highly centralizedand authoritarianstates which
possess "despoticpower" will not necessarilyhave the "infrastructural
power" which would
allow them to elicit consent for their policies, organize and coordinatesociety, and mobilize
resourcesfor long-termdevelopment. Some degree of autonomyfrom societal pressuresis a
precondition for effective state intervention. Yet the distinction between despotic and
infrastructuralpower implies that there exists no direct, linear correspondencebetween
"state autonomy" and "state capacity." From the perspective of long-term economic
transformation,the most successful states are typically those which are able to work through
and in cooperationwith autonomouscentersof power.16 The autonomyof the developmental
state is "of a completely differentcharacterfrom the aimless, absolutistdominationof the
predatorystate... It is an autonomyembeddedin the concrete set of social ties which bind
state and society and provide institutionalchannels for the continuous negotiation and
renegotiationof goals and policies. The specific natureof this 'embeddedautonomy' must
be seen as the productof a historicalconjunctureof domestic and internationalfactors.""17
The notion of "embedded autonomy," which Peter Evans uses to characterizestrong
developmental states in the Third World, also has a direct counterpartin the corporatist
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literatureof a strongstate in the context of advancedindustrialeconomies. In the corporatist
literature,the state performsa key role in the creation and the subsequentconsolidationof
corporatist arrangements involving peak associations of labor and private business.
Corporatistarrangementsfacilitate the implementationof both incomes policies to control
inflationand sectoraladjustmentpolicies for smooth industrialtransformation.The ability of
the state to establish and consolidate corporatiststructuresdepends on two basic attributes,
which are perfectlyconsistentwith the generalthrustof our analysis. First, the state must be
autonomous enough in the policy formation and implementation process not to be
overwhelmed by special interest groups. Second, the state must be weak enough to
recognize that the costs of imposing a policy authoritativelywill exceed its benefits. The
state must also be willing to relegate some of its most distinct resource, legitimatecoercion,
to organizationswhich it does not control.
Selective interventionismconstitutesa fundamentalcharacteristicof the strongstate. Such
states seem to be able to focus their attentionalmost exclusively on increasingproductivity
and profitabilityand restrict their interventionto the strategic requirementsof long-term
economic transformation.Neithera large public sector nor a large public enterprisesector is
necessary for the state to undertake its strategic role in the process of economic
transformation.Indeed, the very size of the public sector, combinedwith pervasivesubsidies
and controls, nurturesthe proliferationof special interest groups, whose "rent seeking"
activities may seriously impede state capacity for effective intervention. Similarly, an
excessively large public enterprise sector may undermine the strength of the central
governmentthroughthe emergence of clientelistic relations.
The type of interventionassociated with the developmental state embodies three major
components. First, direct ownership and control of industrialproduction is of secondary
importanceas compared with the process of building up economic infrastructurethrough
education, training,and research. Second, the state performsa key role in the promotionof
cooperativelabor-managementrelations. Third, and most significant, the state undertakesa
leading role in the creationof comparativeadvantage.The state is involved in creatingthe
conditionsfor economic growthand industrialadaptation,yet refrainsfrom exercising direct
control. A central feature underlying this process is that the state works with and often
promotes the market. The market is employed as an instrumentof industrial policy by
exposing particularindustriesto internationalcompetitive pressures. Developmental states
systematicallymanage the marketas a means of long-term economic transformation.The
ability of the state to undertakeselective, yet strategicinterventionis based on the existence
of strong administrativecapacity. Again, what matters is not the size of the bureaucratic
apparatus,but its coherence. Developmental states are characterizedby tightly organized,
relatively small-scale bureaucraticstructureswith the Weberian characteristicsof highly
selective, meritocraticrecruitmentpatternsand long-termcareerrewards,which enhancethe
solidarityand the corporateidentity of the bureaucraticelite.
Institutional perspectives embodied in the developmental state model make another
importantcontributionto the broadercomparativepolitical economy literatureby developing
a serious critiqueof the neoclassical and public choice schools of political economy. In fact,
both the institutionalistand public choice scholars start from a common base of a high
degree of state or bureaucraticautonomy. The idea that the state elites constitute a distinct
interestgroup, which we associate with the institutionalistperspective, is closely reflectedin
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the contributionsof the public choice school. Public choice analysts, however, entertain
highly deterministicnotions concerning the manner in which state autonomy is utilized in
practice. They argue that autonomousaction by self-maximizingbureaucratsand politicians
will necessarily result in malevolent state action and misallocationsof resources. Hence a
direct correspondenceis postulated between bureaucraticautonomy and the model of a
predatorystate, in which the state elites extractlarge investable resourcesbut provide little
in the way of "collective goods" in return so that they act as a barrier to economic
transformation.The logical corollary of this reasoning is that constitutionalrestrictionsare
needed to contain governmentgrowth.18Here lies the centraldifference between the public
choice and institutionalistreasoning. The latter does not prejudge the issue regardingthe
utilizationof state autonomy.Furthermore,it contends that state action can have a positive
developmentaleffect. In general, whetherautonomousstate action will assume a malevolent
or benevolent form depends on historical and structuralconditions and can not be deduced
from first principles. Furthermore,it treats state autonomy not as a permanentor absolute
condition, but as a highly contingent or historically specific phenomenon. The degree of
state autonomy may vary significantly from one country to another as well as between
differenthistoricalepochs within an individualcountry. To make the argumentconcrete, in
the East Asian context the bureaucraticelite has identifieditself with nationalgoals and has
displayed an unusual degree of integrity in attempting to realize these national goals.
Consequently,bureaucraticautonomyhas been associatedwith extremely effective forms of
state interventionin the economy. However, it was not bureaucraticautonomyper se which
ensuredeffective state action, but rathera whole set of additionalfactors which collectively
guaranteedthat bureaucraticautonomywas translatedinto effective state action.
Finally, the institutionalistframeworkunderlyingthe developmentalstate thesis provides
a serious critique of the one-dimensional, universalist logic of neoclassical development
theory, with its emphasis on a specific set of appropriatepolicies, designed to establish a
free market, regardless of the historical, institutional, and political context. The
institutionalist logic has also identified a set of policies, namely, market augmenting
strategic industrialpolicies, which have been associated with high rates of GNP growth in
the East Asian context. Yet the analysis also makes clear that the formulation and
implementationof such policies have been facilitatedby specific political and institutional
preconditions. The corollary of this proposition is that the same set of policies will be
counterproductiveor at least ineffective in the absence of the associated set of institutional
and political structuresor contexts. Hence the institutionalistperspectivepoints towardsthe
importance of multiple logics in the interaction of governments and markets in the
development process and draws attention to the multiple trajectories of economic and
political developmentavailable to present-daydeveloping countries.
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